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What’s the big deal about flag  
burning?  I know it’s a symbol       
of America.  So what?  So is apple   
pie—my mother used to burn   
those all the time.  

—Sean Morey 

ISSN 2474-1787  

Flag Burning in Portland 
As the recent 4th-of-July-weekend 
Blues Festival began, Portlanders 
continued their tradition of pro-
test, often using flags.  At times 
that involved burning them. 

The right-wing group Patriot Pray-
er planned a two-hour “Freedom 
March” at Tom McCall Waterfront 
Park with “a small amount of 
speeches to promote freedom   
and courage”.  On Facebook it 
said “Fear will not silence Ameri-
cans in these liberal strongholds.  
Please bring your best behavior.” 

The opposition group Rose City 
Antifa [anti-fascist] organized an 
opposition rally called “Enough: 
Stop Patriot Prayer Now!”  On 
Facebook it said “We will not   
allow our community to be over-
run by fascists and those who 
make excuses for them.”  

Most demonstrators had passion-
ate but peaceful conversations.   
However, one fight started after 
some Antifa protesters burned 
flags.  One man tried to hit others 
with a broken flag pole.  

This behavior follows an incident 
where anti-Trump protesters 
burned American flags (and one 
Texas flag) in Pioneer Courthouse 

If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye    
at 503-223-4660 or editor@portlandflag.org.  If you wish to complain, call your mother. 

Square downtown on 20 January, 
Inauguration Day. 

In response to that event, veteran 
Eric Post went to Willamette     
National Cemetery and recorded 
an emotional Facebook video at 
gravesites of Medal of Honor   
winners, inviting protesters to take 
a tour.  It went viral, with over 2 
million views in three days.  

Members of the Rose City Antifa    
burn a flag at the Portland Waterfront,       

30 June 2017.                                      
Sarah Silbiger /The Oregonian 

Anti-Trump protesters burn an upside-
down flag downtown, 20 January 2017.                 

Beth Nakamura /The Oregonian 
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In our July meeting, hosted by Ted 
Kaye, 10 PFA members enjoyed a 
lively 3-hour evening of flags.  In 
the usual role of the host, Ted 
moderated the discussion.   

Ted described his son Rob’s Ulti-
mate Frisbee team’s theme for 
“Potlatch”, the big 2,000-person 
tournament in Seattle last month.  
They went as the cast of Hamilton.  
On a few day’s notice, Ted ordered 
flags in the form of U.S. $10 bills, 
bearing the portrait of Alexander 
Hamilton. 

Ken Dale recently travelled to  
Germany for the 500th anniversary 
of Martin Luther’s launch of the 
Protestant Reformation.  He 
brought back “combo” flags—  
including one of German lander. 

July 2017 Flutterings You Need to Know 

David Koski described some of 
the projects he is working on.  One 
will create flags for the sun and the 
planets, as a suite differing from 
existing proposals.  His current 
focus is his art work. 

Reflecting on a recent event at 
Portland State University’s World 
Language and Literature Depart-
ment (where he is a student), Max 
Liberman led an interesting discus-

sion on how flags are used as  
icons to represent languages, for 
example, on ATMs.  Some are  
obvious, like Japan-Japanese, some 
are debatable, like Saudi Arabia-
Arabic, and some may be regional, 
like Portugal/Brazil-Portuguese. 

Artist David Koski describes his     
work on flags and design. 

Ted Kaye shows the flag he’d ordered for his son’s Ultimate Frisbee team’s       
recent “Hamilton”-themed event. 

Max Liberman leads a discussion of 
flags representing languages.  

Ken Dale in his Berlin shirt shows       
a flag of German lander. 
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Patrick Genna brought more of his 
Goodwill/eBay finds, including the 
flags of Lesotho and Corsica. 

Jess Spillers, just back from a trip 
to The Netherlands, recounted  
visiting the Flag Parade display of 
national flags, which had debuted 
during ICV 25 in 2013—Max and 
Ted had attended its dedication. 

Fred Paltridge introduced the   
subject of banned flags, with     
reflections on those bearing the 
swastika and Confederate symbols. 

David Ferriday, a graduate of     
the College of William & Mary, 
believes the school deserves a flag.  
Its colors being yellow and green, 
he created two designs.  William & 
Mary’s mascot, formerly the Indi-
an, is the Griffin, which is also the 
symbol of Portland’s Reed College, 
whose flag he displayed.  Through 
Scott Mainwaring’s China contacts, 
he had full-sized flags made up, as 
well as other flags that have been 
on his list—including a flag for art 
and science. 

In anticipation of the total solar 
eclipse which will pass over the 
middle of Oregon (and across the 
U.S.) August 21, Kathleen Forrest 
and Michael Orelove handed out 
viewing glasses and instructions.  
They then displayed a flag of     
Nepal, explained its symbolism—
with moon above and sun below, 
then folded it over with the moon 
in front of the sun, and asked what 
that represented.  The eclipse, of 
course! 

Our next meeting will be at the 
home of Scott Mainwaring on  
September 14. 

Kathleen Forrest and Michael Orelove demonstrate the astronomical event        
that Oregon will experience August 21. 

Patrick Genna and the flag of Corsica 
he’d found on eBay. 

Fred Paltridge shares interesting 
thoughts on flags and history. 

Jess Spillers shows his photo of the 
Rotterdam  Flag Parade. 

David Ferriday describes potential 
flags for William & Mary. 
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By Bill Quarré 

I am a second-grade teacher at 
Oak Knoll Elementary School in 
Menlo Park, California.  As part of 
our social studies unit we learned 
about different flags and different 
symbols of various countries. 

I had seen the segment on flags 
and Good Flag, Bad Flag on CBS 
Saturday morning way back in 
September.  I bought the book 
and used it to teach the children 
the principles of creating an out-
standing flag. 

They had a ball and I think they 
created some really interesting 
looking flags.  At right is an album 
that I put together of their flags.   

Thank you for your book and 
please know that there are at least 
19 second-graders in California 
running around speaking the     
language of vexillology. 

Kids’ Flags from Room 25, Menlo Park 

Examples of flags designed by second-graders at Oak Knoll Elementary School   
in Menlo Park, California.   

Students drew their flags, explained 
them in detail utilizing the principles of 

flag design, then created large-scale 
versions.  The finished products and 

explanations were then displayed 
around the classroom. 

This student limited himself to three 
colors and used a “J” for his first name. 
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Roundup 

By Michael Orelove 

About two years ago I wrote a  
letter to the Chicago Fire Depart-
ment requesting an old Chicago 
flag that had flown over a fire   
station.  I just received the flag. 

It flew over Engine 83 which was 
2.6 miles from where I used to live 
in Chicago. 

I wanted to find a new home for 
the flag so I went to Troutdale Fire 
Station 75 and asked if they knew 
any firefighters with a Chicago 
connection.  They referred me     
to Joe Griffin of Gresham Fire 
Station 76. 

I connected with Joe, who has 
family in Chicago and goes to back 

NAVA 51 
Make your plans to attend the   
51st annual meeting of the North 
American Vexillological Associa-
tion, 13–15 October in Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

This will be the third time NAVA 
has met in Boston, and the meeting 
will include a special tribute to the 
organizer of modern vexillology, 
Boston-area native Whitney Smith. 

See nava.org for more info. 

Joe Griffin and fellow firefighters at 
Gresham Fire Station 76. 

In the debut exhibition at the Alchemy Art Center on San Juan Island 
(Washington) in May,  Patricia Kirby showed her flag-related piece, 

“Not Who We Are”. 

 
It was constructed with traditional lime whitewash, concrete pigment, tie wire, 

reclaimed barbed-wire and field fence on pine tongue-and-groove planks. 

Chicago Flag Finds a New Home in Gresham 

there about once a year.  I gave 
him the flag. 

As with other flags the stars      
and stripes represent different 
things.  On the Chicago flag each 
point of the stars has a different 
meaning.  For example, the second 
red star represents the Chicago 
Fire of 8–10 October 1871.  The 
points of the second star signify 
religion, education, esthetics, jus-
tice, beneficence, and civic pride. 

Chicago adopted the original     
version of the flag in 1917.  Since 
then, it has added stars, and now 
flies extensively throughout the 
city.  The design has been voted 
one of the best in the country and 
has inspired other city flags. 

Michael Orelove at  
Troutdale Fire Station 75. 
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Reimagining the Royal and Vice-Regal Flags of the Commonwealth 
By Max Liberman 

Queen Elizabeth II reigns as mon-
arch of 16 sovereign and independ-
ent countries.  Although they share 
the same person as queen, each 
country’s throne is legally distinct:  
she is simultaneously and separate-
ly Queen of the United Kingdom, 
Queen of Australia, Queen of Pa-
pua New Guinea, etc. 

Some of these countries have 
adopted royal standards for the 
monarch’s personal use, usually a 
banner of the national coat of 
arms, defaced with Elizabeth’s  
personal badge of a crowned “E” 
in a wreath of roses. 

The royal standard of New Zea-
land, shown below, is a typical ex-
ample. 

Since the queen lives in the United 
Kingdom, in her other 15 realms 
she is represented by a governor-
general, who fulfills the day-to-day 
functions of the head of state.  

Most of these viceroys (governors-
general) fly nearly-identical flags:  
blue, with the lion-and-crown  
crest from the British royal arms 
above a scroll bearing the country’s 
name.  

 

The flag of the governor-general of 
Belize is shown above. 

From a heraldic and constitutional 
perspective, the symbolism of all 
this is not very satisfying.  The 
crowned-“E” badge serves as an 
armorial mark of difference, indi-
cating that someone other than the 
actual bearer of the coat of arms is 
represented.  But as monarch, the 
queen is the personal embodiment 
of the state; the nation’s arms are 
her arms, and there is no reason 
for a person to bear his or her own 
arms differenced. 

In accordance with heraldic cus-
tom, I suggest that in each realm 

she should use a banner of the  
national arms without defacement 
or difference—as illustrated by 
proposed standards for the Queen 
of Grenada, the Queen of Tuvalu, 
and the Queen of Canada below. 

New Zealand royal standard. 

Flag of the governor-general of  Belize. 

Proposed Grenadian royal standard. 

Proposed Tuvaluan royal standard. 

Proposed Canadian royal standard. 
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What of the governors-general? 
They do not represent the United 
Kingdom or the British govern-
ment, so there seems little justifica-
tion for their flags bearing the crest 
of the British monarch.  Rather, 
since each governor-general is the 
personal representative of his or 
her own country’s queen, I propose 
that he or she should fly a differ-
enced version of that country’s 
royal standard. 

A bordure ermine for difference 
might be especially suitable; this 
has often been employed in herald-
ry as a mark of difference, and is 
used today in the United Kingdom 
by members of the royal family 
without banners of their own.  
Proposed flags for the governors-
general of New Zealand and     
Barbados are pictured here. 

For the governor-general of      
Jamaica, ermine will not do, since 
the field of the Jamaican royal 
standard is already white.  In this 

case, I suggest a bordure compony 
of the national colors of green, 
gold and black. 

Something similar could be done  
in the Bahamas, St. Vincent and 
the Grenadines, and St. Kitts and 
Nevis, where the same problem 

arises (see below).  Australia 
(below) and Tuvalu present       
another problem—how should   
the vice-regal flag be differenced 
when the royal arms already have   
a bordure? 

The overall result, in my view, is a 
series of flags which clearly denote 
each realm’s independence and dis-
tinct national identity, combining 
existing national symbolism and 
centuries-old heraldic principles to 
accurately reflect today’s constitu-
tional realities. 

Proposed flag of the governor-general of Jamaica. 

Proposed flag of the governor-general 
of New Zealand. 

Proposed flag of the governor-general 
of Barbados. 

Proposed flag of the governor-general 
of St. Vincent and the Grenadines. 

Current Australian royal standard. 

Elizabeth II’s personal flag. 
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 The OPEN Flag 
distributors, would only sell so 
much gasoline to each customer; 
others resorted to opening fewer 
days of the week, say on Tuesday, 
Thursday, and Saturday.  

In some states, gas was rationed to 
cars with odd-numbered license 
plates on odd dates, and even-
numbered plates on even dates. 

Gas stations made their “open” 
status known with OPEN flags. 

This usage has since suffused 
throughout businesses; many dis-
play this flag though there are no 
shortages or unusual business 
hours.  

If you are under 50, this OPEN 
flag is just part of the background. 
But it fulfilled a special need at that 
time, unique to that time. 

By Carl Gurtman 

I was particularly interested in last 
issue’s picture of Michael Orelove 
with a popular U.S. tribar.  Usually 
red-white-blue, top-to-bottom, it 
has “OPEN” on the white bar. 

Most people seeing this flag,      
especially young people, absorb   
its information subliminally.   
What’s so unusual about a flag to 
show you’re open for business? 

But that flag also has a history, as 
most flags do, and it’s keyed to a 
specific point in time.  While small 
“Open” or “Closed” signs have 
been with us for a very, very, long 
time, until 1973 the “OPEN” flag 
was unknown (or virtually un-
known).  Nobody used such flags! 

Then, in the immediate aftermath 

of the 1973 Arab-Israeli War—  
the Yom Kippur War—the Arab 
OPEC nations instituted an oil  
embargo against the United 
States.  Gasoline shortages began 
to be felt very quickly, and these 
shortages fell upon both gas      
stations and drivers.  Long lines    
at gas stations began to appear, 
driven not only by the acute actual 
shortages, but by fear of further 
shortages.  Some gas stations, not 
receiving gasoline from their own 

Open for business. 

Howard J. Wilk, a reader from 
Philadelphia, has created an Ameri-
can flag defaced with the Cross of 

Lorraine.  He was thinking about a 
flag to symbolize resistance to an 
American fascist or quasi-fascist 

American resistance flag imagined by Howard Wilk. 

government (“hypothetically speak-
ing”). 

He writes:  “The Cross of Lorraine 
was the symbol of Free France   
and the French Resistance.  I was 
reminded of it when watching the 
scene in Casablanca where a man 
seemingly wants to sell a ring to 
one of the heroes of the movie, 
Victor Laszlo, who isn’t interested.  
Then the man flips up the top      
of the ring to reveal a Cross of 
Lorraine.  It’s a signal that they’re 
on the same side. (The man,     
Berger, is with the Norwegian   
resistance.)” 

Proposed “American Resistance Flag” 
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By Ted Kaye 

Pocatello, Idaho’s chamber of 
commerce logo was never intended 
to serve as its flag, which apparent-
ly flies only at the city sewer plant. 

Stung by its flag’s rating as the 
worst in the country by NAVA’s 
2004 survey and the negative pub-
licity spurred by the 2015 Roman 
Mars TED Talk, several communi-

ty members approached Mayor 
Brian Blad asking for change.    
Logan McDougal, the city’s public 
information officer, led a year-plus-
long effort that brought in 709  
entries from all ages of designers. 

The City of Pocatello Flag Design 
Ad Hoc Committee narrowed the 
submissions to 330, then to 19, 
making changes to some.              

It presented the final six to the 
public, asking for ratings on a 10-
point scale of 0.5 to 5.0 stars. 

The city council formally adopted 
the winner on 20 July 2017.        

The red mountains stand for the 
three prominent peaks in Poca-
tello—Scout Mountain, Kinport 
Peak, and Chinese Peak.  They  
also symbolize the three pillars     
of the local economy—industry, 
education, and recreation. 

In addition to the red peaks, the 
blue line that runs through the 
mountains represents the Portneuf 
River and the golden compass rose 
indicates the city’s leading role in 
transportation and trade. 

The flag’s colors also carry mean-
ing—white stands for the snowy 
mountain peaks, blue represents 
the sky and the river, gold repre-
sents agricultural ties, and red 
serves as a subtle tribute to Red 
Hill in Pocatello. 

“This flag does well to adhere to 
the rules of good flag design set 
forth by NAVA”, said McDougall. 

Pocatello is one of scores of U.S. 
cities currently replacing their flags 
with better designs.  PFA webmas-
ter Scott Mainwaring tracks them 
on the PFA website’s Municipal 
Flag Improvement page. 

Pocatello, Idaho, Replaces its Worst-in-the-Country Flag 

Pocatello, Idaho  (2001–2017) 

Pocatello, Idaho  (adopted 2017) 

The Six Finalist Designs for Pocatello  
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Ken Dale recites the Gettysburg     
Address as part of 14 June ceremonies. 

Roald Amundsen in the Antarctic, 1911. 

By Michael Orelove 

I was born and raised in Chicago 
and in 1961 graduated from 
Amundsen High School, which 
was named for the Norwegian   
explorer Roald Amundsen, the first 
man to reach both poles. 

Amundsen reached the South Pole  
by land in 1911 and the North Pole 
by air in 1926.  After his death in 
the Arctic in 1928, Scandinavians 
in Chicago asked that the new high 
school be named after him in hon-
or of his accomplishments. 

I later lived in Juneau, Alaska, for 
33 years and visited Point Barrow,  
on the Arctic Ocean, in 1975. 

For the current photo, I’m wearing 
my arctic parka and holding the 
national flag of Norway.  The  
Royal Norwegian Embassy in 
Washington, D.C., sent it to me in 
2013, as part of my project request-
ing flags from all the countries in 
the world.  I use them for my    
educational flag talks. 

Two Men of the Arctic 

The Royal Norwegian Embassy in the 
U.S. supplied the national flag for   

Michael Orelove’s project. Michael Orelove in the Arctic, 1975. 

Three members of the Portland 
Flag Association were represented 
at the 2017 Flag Day ceremony 
held at the Bateman Carroll Funer-
al Home in Gresham. 

Speakers included the chaplain,  
leaders from VFW Posts 180 & 
1325, and vocalist Audrey Sackett. 

Michael Orelove gave a flag 
presentation showing many histori-
cal American flags.  Ken Dale   
recited the Gettysburg Address. 

John Hood (a PFA founder) was 
represented by the 46-star flag 
(1908–1912) once owned by his 
mother.  John’s son Chris entrust-
ed it to us for educational work. 

PFA Members Participate in Flag Day 2017 

Showing John Hood’s 46-star flag. 
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What Was that Flag?  Answers to the last quiz 

By Gianluca Lentini 

What’s that Flag? 

Can you name these seven flags, 
and identify their common theme? 

Answers in the next issue… 

By Tony Burton 

Kudos to solvers Tony Burton,  
John Cartledge, and Bill Neckrock, 
responding from around the globe! 

Of course, the theme of these five 
flags was the unusual flag color, 
some shade of pink.  

This quiz derives from “Pink in 
Flags”, an interesting article by 
Gianluca Lentini in the newsletter 
of Vexillology Ireland [VIBE 1:7].   

Lentini identifies some of the very 
rare instances of the color in vexil-
lography, explain-
ing how it came 
to be used in 
each instance.  
He also uses  
pink in his      
personal flag. 

Newfoundland—unofficial (Canada) 

Espirito Santo (Brazil) 

Kuban People’s Republic  1919  
(Russia) 

Ukrainian Armed Forces 

Zaporizhia (Ukraine) 

Gianluca Lentini, 
personal flag 
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Portland Flag Miscellany 

Portland Chapter #66 of the American 
Outlaws, the ardent fans of the U.S. 

men’s national soccer team, hosted a 
event in June to watch a World Cup 
qualifying match (against Mexico), 

prominently using the Portland flag. 

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for                                
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.  Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org. 

September Meeting 

The next meeting of the Portland 
Flag Association will be at 7 PM, 
Thursday, 14 September 2017, at 
the home of Scott Mainwaring,   
3433 S.E. 9th Ave., Portland,  
Oregon  97202. 

See the map at right. 

We look forward to seeing those   
of you who have missed recent 
meetings and engaging in provoca-
tive flag-related discussion.     
Newcomers are welcome! 

If you can’t get to the meeting,   
perhaps you can give the editor 
something to share with readers. 

Portlandgear.com sells this 3’x5’   
Portland flag—on sale now for $10. 

FLAG JOKE 

What’s the best thing 
about Switzerland?   

I don’t know, but its 
flag is a big plus… 

The July issue of Portland Monthly 
featured an article on local luxury 

watch-maker Vero.                            
Illustrator Michael Novak created this 
image combining the ideas of watches 

and the Portland flag. 


